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Put some bite back into the kitchen!
Alligator presents a new line of choppers with an
overwhelming simplicity and sense of elegance.
Each chopper has a grid of stainless steel blades that makes cutting and
prep work easy. Blades are set on hinged arms that use leverage to cut with
little effort. Easy to clean and dishwasher safe.
An Alligator Original Chopper is a must-have wonder in the home and
professional kitchens. It is simple to use, effectively cuts 1/2”, 1/4” & 1/8”
(3x3, 6x6 & 12x12 mm.) and is exceedingly durable. While the secret is
already out with top chefs in many fine kitchens around the world, we are
proud to exclusively offer you this and many other modern kitchen cutting
tools.
The Stainless Steel blades, created by South Korean masters and sharpened to perfection. Our blades are manufactured in world class facilities, with
top-of-the-line equipment, by craftsmen who’ve been honing their skills for
decades. We are experts in the area of precision strip grinding, providing the
sharpest, most consistent cutting edges. The quality of the blades is the key
of the Alligator’s great reputation and success.

The Alligator is the brainchild of innovator
Benny Engdahl, who got tired of chopping
onions when he was making his favourite
dish – Öland dumplings filled with pork.
They require large quantities of potatoes
and chopped onions, and everyone knows
that chopping onions is a tearful affair, but
it need not be any longer.
Benny Engdahl contacted his friend, graduate engineer Nikola Knezevic, who became
responsible for the technical development of
the product. The name Alligator came when
his cousins 8 year old daughter said about
the prototype: “Daddy, it looks just like an
alligator with it’s jaws open!”... and the brand
name was a fact.

Alligator Chopper 1/4”
6x6 mm

Alligator Mini Chopper 1/8”
3x3 mm

REF: 3079B

REF: 3080B

The Alligator is a unique invention,
patented all over the world. Alligator is
an excellent kitchen aid! The concept is
that one simple cutting action eliminates
mess and fuss when chopping onions
and other fruits or vegetables. The Alligator is so simple to use and just as easy
to clean!

Invigorate your cooking expertise with
this wonderful patented food cutting
invention. Achieve professional results
without any special skill or talent. Base
features a collector so your 3x3 mm
(1/8”) dices will stay with you and not on
the counter and floor. Unit is dishwasher
safe so cleanup is a breeze. Perfect for
garlic, onion, olives, chili.

The Alligator Chopper cuts sticks and
cubes measuring 6x6 mm (1/4”) and is
perfect for chopping onions, fruits and
vegetables, for dishes such as french
fries and julienne.

Alligator Chopper Set 1/4” & 1/2”
6x6 & 12x12 mm
REF: 3008B
The Alligator Chopper cuts sticks and
cubes measuring 6x6 mm (1/4)” but is
especially great at dicing onions, since
the top not only keeps everything neatly contained but also helps block the
fumes from reaching your eyes.
The Chipper attachment cuts sticks and
cubes measuring 12x12 mm (1/2”). The
design of the blades ensures consistent
cuts and is able to julienne tough root
vegetables and it’s great for french fries.
The Collectors cleverly place what is
chopped in one spot. Mesh screen fits
onto each base and can be lifted to free
any trapped food for easy clean-up.

The Collector
BPA-Free Tritan™ is engineered to be better. Better than glass. Better
than stainless. Better than any other plastic.
And Tritan doesn’t contain BPA, BPS or any other bisphenols. Products
made with Tritan plastic are clear, durable, safe and stylish. And we
aren’t the only ones making that claim — the superiority of Tritan has
been clearly proven by third-party labs and quality is clearly loved by
our customers.
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• Black BPA-Free ABS plastic base
• Korean Stainles Steel blades
• Stainless Steel Cleaning Grid
• BPA-Free Tritan® Collector
• DISHWASHER
World Wide function patents
LAVE-VAISSELLE
• World Wide design patents
• World Wide registered trademark
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